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Many modern technologies have network effects, and as a result lead to industries

with natural monopolies. How should societies discipline these industries? This paper

analyzes the scope for competition to affect welfare and investment in the Rwandan

mobile phone network during a 4.5 year period of dramatic growth. I use transaction

data from nearly the entire network of Rwandan mobile phone subscribers at the

time. I use the method and estimates of Bjorkegren (2017), which identifies the

value of network effects based on usage after adoption. The Rwandan government

delayed the entry of competition to allow the incumbent to recoup its investment. I

evaluate what would have happened had competition been introduced at an earlier

stage of the network’s growth. The benefits of investment were highly dispersed: at

baseline, only 25% of the revenue from building the rural tower network came from

rural subscribers; the rest would have been split with a competitor. Despite this,

preliminary results suggest that the incumbent would have still chosen to build the

rural network had a competitor been added. Adding a competitor would have lowered

prices, and increased net welfare by amount equivalent to 1% of GDP or 5% of official

development aid to Rwanda over this time period.
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1. Introduction

Many modern technologies have network effects, and as a result lead to industries

with natural monopolies. How should societies discipline these industries?

Historically, the question of how to discipline network industries has not extended

much further than the technologies themselves (consider telecommunications: AT&T,

payment systems, operating systems: Microsoft, search engines: Google, social net-

works: Facebook). However, as software has become more embedded in the economy,

it has generated network effects in disrupted industries, and the question has followed

(for example, how should societies manage Uber and Airbnb, whose market positions

rely heavily on network effects?).

An indirect approach would be to accept that market power arises from network

effects, and regulate the industry to mitigate its consequences. However, there are

substantial drawbacks to broadly regulating innovative industries. First, these indus-

tries change rapidly: the dominance in operating systems that Microsoft held matters

much less today, now that web services have replaced the role of many software pack-

ages. In such environments, governments are forced to intervene either ex ante in a

blunt manner, or ex post in a reactive manner. But these products also require large

investments, made on the expectation of future profits under anticipated regulatory

regimes. Even if reactive policy improves a particular market ex post, it can generate

uncertainty that may stifle investment in the same market—or in others.

An alternative approach is to discipline the industry with competition. When com-

petition does not naturally arise, governments can intervene to induce it. Regulation

can directly intervene on the shape of network effects (e.g., requiring compatibility

between competing systems) or force a change in market structure (breaking up a

dominant firm like Microsoft). But it is not clear how much competition govern-

ments should induce. When a network is split among competitors, firms are likely to

underinvest because each internalizes only a fraction of network effects. To encour-

age investment, governments often tolerate monopoly provision while a network is

expanding, and then tilt regulation to promote competition as the market matures.

University College London, Berkeley-Stanford IO Fest, UW, and Microsoft Research. This work
was supported by Brown University SSRI, the NET Institute (http://www.netinst.org), and the W.
Glenn Campbell and Rita Ricardo-Campbell National Fellowship at Stanford University.
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But there are many ways to tilt the playing field. How, and how strongly should

societies promote competition in emerging network goods?

While theory provides intuition about network effects, there is little empirical work

to guide policy.1 Because of the impact on expectations around future investment, it

is not sufficient to just analyze the outcome of a particular market after a reactive

policy. And these markets have been difficult to study at the micro level. It is

hard to identify network effects: one individual may adopt after a nearby individual

because the individual provides network benefits, or because connected individuals

share similar traits or are exposed to similar environments. Additionally, network

effects are often extremely dispersed, but it is costly to measure an entire network

using traditional data sources. A marginal user of Microsoft Office increases the

benefits of using the software package for those she would collaborate with, who in

turn may use the software more, resulting in benefits that ripple throughout the

network of potential users. The actual network of users matters even for many goods

where network effects are indirect—for example, dynamic carpooling services like

UberPool become more useful when others traverse your same route; Tesla’s autopilot

learns from other Teslas that drive your same roads. In order to understand the effect

of an intervention into these markets, one would have to measure and predict all of

the ripple effects across these actual networks.

In Bjorkegren (2017), I overcome these limitations by analyzing the benefit provided

by each communication link during the rollout of a developing country phone network.

I use 5.3 billion transaction records from Rwanda’s dominant mobile phone operator,

which held over 88% of the market, during a period of dramatic expansion. I exploit

several features of this market.

First, while typical network industries have complex interactions with substitutes

(e.g., various technologies could serve as substitutes for parts of Facebook: e-mail,

listservs, photo sharing apps, blogs, newspapers), in Rwanda at this time, a handful

1Early theoretical work includes Rohlfs (1974), Katz and Shapiro (1985), and Farrell and Saloner
(1985). More recent work includes Fainmesser and Galeotti (2015) and Fainmesser and Galeotti
(2016). Most empirical work on network goods measures the extent of network effects; see for
example Saloner and Shepard (1995), Goolsbee and Klenow (2002), and Tucker (2008). Ryan and
Tucker (2012) uses a method which has some similarity to mine; it estimates the adoption of a
videoconferencing system over a small corporate network, and evaluates policies of seeding adoption.
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of radio stations were essentially the only alternative for remote communication.2

This means that my data includes nearly all relevant interactions over the relevant

network.

Second, I observe every connection between subscribers, as well as the calls placed

across each connection. This allows me to overcome identification problems associated

with network effects. I overcome simultaneity in consumer adoption decisions by

inferring the value generated by each connection from subsequent interaction across

that connection. This provides a direct measure of value: a subscriber must value a

connection at least as much as the cost of calls placed across it.3 Further, because

the firm changed calling prices and increased the quality of service, I can identify the

underlying demand curve for communication across each link.

Third, detailed industry data is available because of engineering and regulatory

features of the market. Because mobile telephone systems were first rolled out in

developed country markets, by the time voice networks were rolled out in Africa,

much of the engineering was standardized. Further, existing landline phone regulators

had a mandate to collect detailed information from mobile operators. To determine

the cost of expanding or shrinking the network, this paper uses a detailed engineering

cost model used by the regulator, populated with extensive cost data from operators

and crosschecked against international benchmarks.

Bjorkegren (2017) exploits the first two features to develop a structural model of

adoption under monopoly provision of the mobile phone system. This paper extends

this model to simulate the effect of competition.

Developing country phone systems are not only a convenient setting to study com-

petition in network goods, they are also an important setting. The details of com-

petition policy have been ‘a main bottleneck’ in the development of African telecom

markets (World Bank, 2004). Additionally, these phone networks are still expanding,

and they are the distribution system for emerging services that require additional
2The fixed line network is small (with penetration below 0.4%), and mail service is insignificant: the
average mail volume per person was 0.2 pieces per year in Rwanda, relative to 2.4 pieces in Kenya
and 538.8 pieces in the US (Sources: National Institute of Statistics Report 2008, Communications
Commission of Kenya, U.S. Postal Service 2011, U.S. Census).
3In contrast, most empirical studies of network goods use coarse measures of the value of joining
the network; exceptions that use individuals’ local network are Tucker (2008) and Birke and Swann
(2010).
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investment, including mobile money and mobile internet.4 Competition policy as a

result remains hotly contested: regulators that heavily pushed competition are now

deciding how to manage increasing calls for consolidation (Moody’s, 2015).

While extensive theoretical work has been done on competition policy for developed

country landline networks (Armstrong, 1998; Laffont et al., 1998; Laffont and Tirole,

2001), it can be inconclusive (Vogelsang, 2013) and provides limited guidance for

developing countries mobile networks. It was developed during the liberalization

of established landline networks, and generally omits factors important for growing

networks, such as investment and network effects (with few exceptions; e.g., Valletti

and Cambini, 2005).

Traditional econometric approaches also provide limited policy guidance. The most

straightforward approach would analyze investment in countries that have changed

telecom policies over time (Faccio and Zingales, 2017). However, that exercise is

difficult to interpret, because firms take into account expected future policy when in-

vesting: the same policy change could induce either an immediate increase or decrease

in investment, depending on whether it was more or less than expected. Also, it is

difficult to directly study network effects in competitive markets: data from a single

firm would only provide information on a portion of the network. Since it would cover

only communication with that firm’s subscribers, it would be selected directly based

on consumer preferences. In a competitive market, data would need to be obtained

from competitors covering most of the network, in a form that allowed individuals to

be linked across firms.

My approach overcomes these challenges with two steps.

First, I estimate a demand model of the Rwandan mobile phone market under

monopoly conditions, prior to the network being split by competition. Because the

system was operated by a near monopolist, I observe nearly all of the mobile phone

subscribers at the time of my data: my sample is less selected. Because I carefully

4Competition policy appears to be first order for the development of mobile money networks. Devel-
oping a network of rural agents is costly, and an operator may only do so if it captures large benefits
elsewhere in its network. Indeed, the most successful implementations of mobile money have been
by dominant telecoms in concentrated markets; telecom competitiveness is actually correlated with
lower agent density.
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model consumer and firm objective functions, I can directly measure investment in-

centives. And my data covers a long time period with substantial variation in prices

and coverage, which include conditions similar to what may have been observed had

a competitor entered earlier.

Second, I extend the model to evaluate the effects of increasing competition. Com-

petition could introduce subtle changes in the market not visible under monopoly

provision. I discipline the exercise using three sources of data. First, to recover ad-

ditional parameters of choice under competition, I survey Rwandan consumers on

hypothetical choices that mimic the choices they would make in my counterfactuals.

While hypothetical scenarios do not always reveal true preferences, they can be effec-

tive predictors of behavior (Bernheim et al., 2013). I corroborate these estimates by

posing a validation hypothetical choice that resembles a real choice observed in my

data (the choice of mobile plan). Second, I consider the plans and consumer behavior

that resulted when competition ultimately was introduced to Rwanda, using data

from firms, the regulator, and my consumer survey. Finally, I consider the plans and

consumer behavior in comparable African markets that were competitive at this time.

This approach has limitations. In particular, my data includes only individuals

who subscribed by 2009 under monopoly provision. In a competitive counterfactual,

prices may be lower, which could cause individuals who are not in my data to adopt

earlier. However, I can still simulate the market for the earlier period of the network,

say 2005-2007, as long as adoption does not become more attractive in those years

under competition than it was under the monopoly in 2009. I also bound the behavior

of the omitted part of the network using data from a representative household survey.

Rwanda initially granted a time-limited monopoly to its first cellular operator. I

simulate allowing a competitor to enter earlier, and compute the resulting changes

in coverage, prices, and welfare. During the period I observe the incumbent operator

(2005-2009), it made large investments in rural areas, increasing coverage from 60%

to 95% of land area. At the end of 2009, its first effective competitor was granted

a license.5 It built out less coverage, charged lower prices, and within two years

5In 2005, a second license was granted, but to an ineffectual competitor that had management issues.
Its ownership changed three times and its license was eventually revoked. Through this period the
incumbent maintained over 88% market share.
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captured a third of the market. If the competitor had been granted a license earlier,

how would the industry have developed? Would coverage still have expanded into

rural areas?

I extend the model developed in Bjorkegren (2017) to allow each consumer to

choose both an adoption date and operator. The two firms each choose a path of

calling prices and a tower rollout plan from a menu. I find a competitive equilibrium

in these strategies, and measure outcomes.

I use several simplifications to make simulation tractable: consumers can choose one

operator when they adopt (no multihoming). I also make restrictions on operators.

As a condition for receiving a license, the Rwandan regulator required firms to submit

a rollout plan. I require firms to commit to a rollout plan, as well as a path of prices,

at the beginning of the license period. Also, to limit the multiplicity of equilibria,

I do not allow firms to charge different rates for off-network calls. These operator

restrictions can be considered the terms of competition set by the regulator.

My findings are as follows [preliminary]:

First, the benefits to building the network are extremely dispersed. Only 25% of

the revenue from building the rural tower network came from rural subscribers. As a

result, the revenue generated by building the rural network came in large part from

urban subscribers. Competition is likely to split the lucrative urban market, and thus

has the potential to reduce incentives to invest.

However, I find that the revenue generated by building the rural network was large

enough that, in this case, the incumbent would still have have sufficient incentives to

build the rural network had an additional competitor been added.

Second, adding a competitor would have lowered prices by 40%, and increased the

net welfare provided by the mobile phone system by approximately 36%. This increase

in net welfare is equivalent to 1% of GDP or 5% of official development aid over this

time period. This is despite the fact I study an early period, where few Rwandans

had mobile phones (3-15% of the population), and the network provided voice service

but not mobile internet or mobile money. (This earlier incarnation provides a clean

setting to demonstrate my method.) These results suggest that even in the world’s
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poorest economies, the industrial organization of emerging technologies can have large

welfare implications.

I also find that competition would have been unlikely to develop in absence of

interconnection regulation. If the incumbent chose the terms of interconnection, it

would price its the entrant out, and no competition would develop. This result echoes

what is seen in many network industries: for example, Facebook dictates the terms

of interconnection with rival platforms, and carefully restricts access to preserve its

network.

The next section describes the development of competition in mobile phone net-

works worldwide and in Rwanda. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 presents

a model of phone adoption and usage. Section 5 describes estimation, Section 6

presents monopoly benchmarks, Section 7 describes the applicability of the model to

competition, and Section 8 describes the results of introducing competition. Section

9 concludes.

2. Context

Developing Country Phone Systems. In order to provide wireless phone service,

a firm must use electromagnetic spectrum. To prevent interference, governments

typically manage property rights over electromagnetic spectrum and sell licenses for

approved uses. Upon securing rights to spectrum, a firm could roll out its own

telephone network. However, a new telephone network is much more useful if it allows

users to call other, existing networks. The first mobile network in a region typically

negotiates terms to connect with the existing landline network. While most developed

countries already had widespread landline networks, in developing countries most

existing networks were small or insignificant. Because most people adopting a phone

were new adopters, network effects have been much more important for consumer

adoption in developing country systems. And they have become more important:

unlike landline phones and early mobile phones, modern handsets can interact with

new services that also have network effects (feature phones support mobile money,

and smartphones support the internet and network apps such as Uber).
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To connect to a landline phone network, an individual would have to connect a

physical wire. Since it would be costly to connect physical wires to multiple networks,

households would typically have one wire connected to a monopoly landline network.

Historically, operators were disciplined through regulation, and then a particular form

of competition after these markets were liberalized.

Because cellular signal blankets an entire area, it is feasible to reach the same

household with multiple wireless networks. As a result, competition can take more

flexible forms. Countries quickly realized that it may be possible to obtain better

performance from the sector by allowing multiple operators to compete in providing

service to end users.

However, an entrant mobile phone network will be of limited use unless it can con-

nect to the incumbent mobile phone system. Left to the market, incumbents have

typically demanded prohibitively high fees for interconnection, preventing competi-

tion. Thus regulators typically must intervene and determine the terms of intercon-

nection. Economic theory suggests that regulation is necessary to get a small entrant

off the ground (the ‘one way’ access problem). After competition develops, theory

suggests that the problem is lessened (‘two way’ access) but that negotiated intercon-

nection rates can be an instrument of collusion, so that ongoing regulation is required

(Armstrong, 1998; Laffont et al., 1998). Theory suggests that interconnection rates

should be set to a function of the cost of connecting a phone call; World Bank (2004)

has produced a model for calculating these costs which is used as a benchmark in

many countries. However, the regulator must continually decide which direction to

tilt competitive favor. Different theoretical models suggest different optimal intercon-

nection rates. Most focus on developed country systems where network effects are less

important. Thus regulators face two large questions: how to shape the competitive

landscape, and how much competition to promote?

After resolving initial interconnection disputes, most countries have slowly invited

competition (see Figure 1), first over voice service and then over new services like data.

But there have been increasing calls for consolidation; and in East Africa between

2010 and 2015, only one country saw net entry of a telecom operator (Uganda) while

three countries had net exit (Burundi, Kenya, and South Sudan).
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Figure 1. Telecom Competition

Source: Williams et al. (2011)

There is also little consensus on the optimal ground rules for competition. Table 1

summarizes current industry statistics and regulations in sub-Saharan Africa. While

most countries regulate retail and interconnection prices, they consider different infor-

mation to determine levels, and allow different amounts of complexity. In all surveyed

countries, operators share some infrastructure, but the scope of sharing differs. In

some, operators shared voluntarily, and in others they are compelled by government

mandates.

Rwanda. In the aftermath of the 1994 genocide and civil war, the Rwandan gov-

ernment worked to develop a mobile phone system. In 1998 they granted a license to

a multinational to develop and run a network (Operator A); it was understood that

this license would be exclusive for a limited period of time. In 2003, the government

announced it would provide a license to a second operator, which entered the market

in 2005 (Operator B). The second operator sought to connect its network to the first;

the resulting dispute over interconnection was “the major problem” at the regulatory

agency at the time (RURA, 2005, 2006). In 2006, a consultant was hired to imple-

ment the World Bank Long Run Incremental Cost model. Despite the resolution
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Table 1. Mobile Telecommunications in Sub-Saharan Africa

Industry Statistics (2015 or latest available) Mean SD
Number of operators 3.27 1.48
Top market share 0.58 0.19
Second highest market share 0.32 0.09
Market concentration (HHI) 0.49 0.21

Regulations*
Retail prices are regulated 89.2%
...based on costs 43.2%
...based on benchmarks 37.8%

Interconnection charges are regulated 97.1%
...based on costs (LRIC or FDC) 71.4%
...based on benchmarks 42.9%

...asymmetrically between operators 30.8%

...using multiple zones 34.1%

...using multiple timebands 56.1%

Infrastructure is shared 100%
...by mandate 61.9%
...including active infrastructure (electronics) 47.6%

Industry statistics from 2015 or latest year available, source: regulator reports and news articles.
*Regulation statistics from 2015, for all SSA countries with available regulatory data (ranges from
21 to 41 countries depending on question), source: ITU.

of the interconnection dispute, this second operator was troubled and unsuccessful:

after several changes in ownership (including by part of the Libyan government) it

aggressively lowered prices and reached a maximum of 20% of market share for a

brief period after the end of my data, and in 2011 its license was revoked for failure

to meet obligations. In an effort to push competition, the Rwandan regulator granted

a license to a third operator (Operator C), which entered the market at the end of

2009 with aggressive promotional prices as it rolled out a network. See Figure 2a for

the evolution of on-network prices in Rwanda.

As Operator C rolled out its network, the Rwandan government wanted to avoid

duplication of infrastructure. It required operators to share infrastructure when pos-

sible, by allowing others to install equipment on their towers, at prices set by the
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owning network. These terms of sharing led to a dispute between Operator A (who

was willing to share at high prices) and Operator C (who wanted to pay low prices).

In response, the government conducted a cost study, and controversially required

operators to share infrastructure at cost (RURA, 2011). Both Operator A and the

government voiced concern that mandating infrastructure sharing could chill future

investment. However, the ex post sharing mandate allowed new operators to expand

their networks much more quickly. Because the ex post policy change left the reg-

ulator with a bad aftertaste, the government used a new model as the next round

of infrastructure was rolled out: it granted a South Korean firm a license to build a

single, wholesale 4G network, which was leased out to the operators.

In 2011 a license was granted to a fourth operator (Operator D, replacing Operator

B), which purchased the assets of the second operator. In 2011, the regulator again

hired a consultant to advise on interconnection rates, who gathered detailed cost data

from operators and based on a model of the cost structure, recommended lowering

interconnection rates along a glide path (see Argent and Pogorelsky, 2011; RURA,

2009). See Figure 2b for the evolution of the interconnection rate and off-network

prices. Figure 2c shows the coverage provided by each network; despite being able

to build on the incumbent’s towers, the entrants have not rolled out as complete

networks. Figure 2d shows the number of accounts on each network.

Consumer Choice. The ability of competition to discipline firms depends on how

consumers choose between products. Table 2 shows the results of a Research ICT

Africa survey of phone owners in several Sub-Saharan African countries. Consumers

report selecting operators mostly based on coverage (51.4% of respondents, multiple

responses allowed), which network their contacts are on (37.4%), the range of services

offered (27.1%), and price (20.2%). While in markets like the U.S. operators subsi-

dized handset purchase as part of a contract, in Sub-Saharan Africa most accounts

are prepaid, and only 3.4% of respondents received a phone with a contract. Thus I

will consider the handset market as separate from the market for phone plans.

I develop a model to capture the key differentiators (coverage, price, and pricing

network effects). In my model operators will not differentiate on services as there was

little scope for this in Rwanda at the time.
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Figure 2. Development of Competition in Rwanda
(a) Price, On Network (30 second peak call)
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(b) Price, Off Network (30 second peak call. Black: Interconnection Rate per
call)
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In 2004 the incumbent raised the marginal price of a call while lowering a monthly subscription
fee. The subscription fee was abolished in 2005. When the market was essentially a monopoly the
number of accounts corresponded closely to the number of individuals with phones. Under
competition, some individuals held accounts with multiple operators so that there are more
accounts than phone owners (in a 2010-2011 survey, 36.9% of individuals with phones have
multiple accounts (RIA, 2012)). Sources: archived operator websites and regulator reports. In
response to an interconnection dispute in 2006, the regulator temporarily reduced the
interconnection rate to $0.05 per call.
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Table 2. Mobile Phone Usage in Sub-Saharan Africa

Phone owners in sub-Saharan Africa*: 2007-2008
Have two or more accounts 16.1%

Bought phone 78.1%
Received phone from friend or family 18.5%
Received phone with a contract 3.4%

Reasons you chose your current operator
Wider coverage 51.4%
Most of my friends and family on same network 37.4%
Range of services 27.1%
Price 20.2%
Customer service 14.8%
Better voice clarity / quality 12.0%
Company reputation 9.2%
Free handset with the connection 8.9%
No other option 4.9%

Use phone for
Making and Receiving Phone Calls 97.9%
SMS 77.3%
Email 2.5%

Source: RIA household survey 2007/2008. *: Representative samples of Benin, Botswana, Burkina
Faso, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, Kenya, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda,
Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia.

3. Data

This project uses several data sources (for more information see Appendix B):

Call detail records: As a side effect of providing service, mobile phone operators

record data about each transaction, called Call Detail Records (CDRs). This project

uses anonymous call records from the dominant Rwandan operator, which held above

88% of the market during this period. This data includes nearly every call, SMS, and

top up made over 4.5 years by the operator’s mobile phone subscribers, numbering

approximately 300,000 in January 2005 and growing to 1.5 million in May 2009. For

each transaction, the data reports: anonymous identifiers for sender and receiver,

corresponding to the phone number and handset, time stamps, call duration, the
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incurred charge (for transactions before August 2008), and the location of the cell

towers used.6

Operator costs: Like many telecom regulators, the Rwandan regulator requires

that operators interconnect their networks, under charges ‘derived from relevant costs’

(RURA, 2009). Because the determination of these rates are crucial to competitive

interactions in the market, the regulator collects cost data from operators and cross-

checks these against regional and international benchmarks. To compute the cost of

operating networks of different scales, I use long run incremental costs derived from

a Rwandan study completed by international consultants (PwC, 2011).

Coverage: I create coverage maps by computing the areas within line of sight of

the towers operational in each month. I use a method suggested by the operator’s

network engineer. Elevation maps are derived from satellite imagery recorded by

NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission and processed by the Consortium for

Spatial Information (Jarvis et al., 2008; Farr et al., 2007).

Individual locations and coverage: I infer each subscriber’s set of most used

geographical locations using an algorithm analogous to triangulation, a version of

Isaacman et al. (2011)’s ‘important places’ algorithm that I have modified to improve

performance in rural areas. Around each individual’s most used locations, I compute

the fraction of area receiving coverage in a given month using a two-dimensional

Gaussian kernel with radius 2.25 km. I then compute the coverage available to each

individual during each month by averaging this fraction over the individual’s locations,

weighting each location by the number of days calls were placed from that location.

Handset prices: I create a monthly handset price index phandsett based on 160

popular models in Rwanda, weighting each model by the quantity activated on the

network. I account for the introduction of new handsets by filling in missing prices

with prices from handsets of comparable quality.

6Some months of data are missing; from the call records: May 2005, February 2009, and part of
March 2009, and from the billing records: October 2006 and the months following August 2008. The
records of some tower identifiers are missing from this data. I infer the location of missing towers
based on call handoffs with known towers using a procedure I have developed (Bjorkegren, 2014).
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Consumer survey: I fielded a small consumer survey in Rwanda in the summer

of 2017, to determine how consumers select between mobile phone operators in a

competitive market.

4. Model

In this section I describe a model of handset adoption, adapted from Bjorkegren

(2017) to allow for competition. The utility of owning a phone is derived from mak-

ing calls, so I begin with a model of usage. The model of usage will also account

for changes that improve communication across links, specifically the expansion of

coverage and reduction of calling prices.

Consumers. Let G be the communication graph (a directed social network). The

nodes of the graph, N , represent individuals who eventually adopt phones. At each

period, each individual i ∈ N may have a phone or not; let St ⊆ N be the set

of individuals with phones in month t. Individual i selects a firm ait ∈ {0, 1} to

obtain service from. Different firms may offer different prices and coverage, but their

networks are interoperable, so individuals can call across networks. A directed link

ij ∈ G indicates that i has a potential desire to call j over the phone network; I

assume this link exists if i has ever called j. I assume these links are fixed over time.

As shorthand let Gi = {j |ij ∈ G} be i’s set of contacts.

Calling Decision. At each period t where he has a phone, individual i can call any

contact j that currently subscribes, regardless of the firm they subscribe to, j ∈
Gi ∩ St, to receive utility uijt. Each month, i draws a communication shock εijt

representing a desire to call contact j; this desire might be high after an important

event or to coordinate a meeting, or low if there is little information to share. The

shock is drawn from a link-specific distribution, εijt
iid∼ Fij that will be specified later.

Given the shock, i chooses a total duration dijt ≥ 0 for that month, earning utility:

(4.1) uijt = max
d≥0

vij(d, εijt)− cijtd

where v(d, ε) represents the benefit of making calls of total duration of d given

communication shock ε, and cijt represents the per-second cost.
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I model the benefit of making calls as:

vij(d, ε) = d− 1

ε

[
dγ

γ
+ αd

]
where the first term represents a linear benefit and the second introduces decreasing

marginal returns. γ > 1 controls how quickly marginal returns decline. α is a cost-

dependent censoring parameter that controls the intercept of marginal utility, and

thus affects the fraction of months for which no call is placed.

Subscribers’ choice of firm affects the marginal cost of placing a call, which includes

the per second price as well as a hassle cost of obtaining coverage:

cijt = βpricep
aitajt
t + βcoverageφ

ait
it φ

ajt
jt

where βcall represents call price sensitivity, paitajtt is the per-second calling price

(including any tax) for a call from firm ait to ajt, and βcoverageφ
ait
it φ

ajt
jt represents

the hassle cost when the caller or receiver have imperfect coverage. An individual’s

coverage φait ∈ [0, 1] under firm a is derived from the fraction of the area surrounding

his most used locations receiving cellular coverage in month t.

Given this functional form, calling prices, and coverage of both sender and receiver

affect both the frequency and duration of calls. The marginal benefit of an additional

second of duration across a link is decreasing, so i will call j until the marginal benefit

equals the marginal cost. This implies an optimal duration of:

d(ε, pt, φit, φjt) =
[
ε
(
1− βpricep

aitajt
t − βcoverageφaitit φ

ajt
jt

)
− α

] 1
γ−1

which is larger when the desire to communicate that month (ε) is larger. If the

desire to communicate is not strong enough, the individual would prefer not placing

a call across that link: dijt = 0 when εijt ≤ εijt := α

1−βpricep
aitajt
t −βcoverageφ

ait
it φ

ajt
jt

.

Then, the expected utility i receives from being able to call j in period t is:

Eεuij(pt,φt,a) =

∫ ∞
εijt

[
d(ε, pt,φt) ·

(
1− βpricep

aitajt
t − βcoverageφaitit φ

ajt
jt −

α

ε

)
− 1

ε

d(ε, p
aitajt
t ,φt)

γ

γ

]
dFij(ε)

where pt represents the vector of prices for calls within and between different firms,

φt represents the vector of coverage for all individuals and firms, and a represents the

firm choices for each individual (a vector of vectors).

Altogether, each month i is on network ait, he receives expected utility:
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Eεuit(pt,φt, a,xGi) =
∑

j∈Gi and xj≤t

[Eεuij(pt,φt, a) + w · Eεuji(pt,φt, a)]−S·1{ait 6=ait−1}+η
ait
i (1−δ)

where xj represents j’s adoption time. The utility has three components. It includes

expected utility from calls with contacts: uij represents the utility of calls from i to j

(which i pays for), uji represents calls from j to i (which j pays for), w ∈ [0, 1] specifies

how much recipients value incoming calls. If i selected a different operator for period

t, he will incur the switching cost S, which includes the cost of changing accounts

(swapping SIM cards and adjusting any settings), and notifying contacts about the

change in phone number. Finally, it includes heterogeneity in the utility of using a

phone with each operator that is unobserved to the econometrician, in the monthly

flow arising from an individual’s type (η0
i , η

1
i ). I do not restrict the distribution of ηai

(specifically, it need not be mean zero), but do require that each individual’s type is

constant over time to make simulation tractable. Each month that i is not on the

network he receives utility zero.

Adoption Decision. Conditional on the adoption decisions of others, an individual’s

adoption decision is an optimal stopping problem. At period t, i knows the current

price of a handset, phandsett (including any tax). He believes that in period x > t, the

handset price will be exactly Etphandsetx , call price Etpx, and coverage Etφx. (Beliefs

are assumed to be point masses completely described by their expectation.) He

believes that his contacts will adopt at times EtxGi on firms EtaGi , and expects the

utility of adopting at time x with operator sequence a to be:

(4.2)

EtU
a,x
i (EtaGi , EtxGi) = δx

[
∞∑
s≥x

δs−xEεuis(Etps, Etφs, {EtaGi ,a}, EtxGi)− βpriceEtphandsetx

]
i adopts at the first month xi where he expects adopting immediately to be more

attractive than waiting, given his belief about when his contacts will adopt:

(4.3) min
xi

s.t.

[
Ua,xii (ExiaGi , ExixGi) ≥ max

s>xi
ExiU

a,s
i (ExiaGi , ExixGi)

]
Firms. Each firm F selects a path of prices pF and a tower building plan zF to

maximize net present profits.
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Firms earn revenue from the calls of their subscribers and from interconnection fees

charged to the competitor’s subscribers who call in to the network. The government

regulates the interconnection fee so that if i subscribes to F and calls j who subscribes

to F ′, for each second of the call firm F pays F ′ amount fij.

Given a usage tax rate of τusage,it, the firm revenue is given by:

RF (p, z,a,x,f) =

∑
i∈S

∑
t≥xi

δt
∑

j∈Gi∩St

Edij(pt,φt(z),a)·

(1− τusage,it)paitajt

t · 1{ait=F}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Subscribers

+ fij

[
1{ait 6=F∩ajt=F} − 1{ait=F∩ajt 6=F}

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interconnection


where φt(z) is the coverage provided at time t under the rollout plans z = {z0, z1},

computed using line of sight based on elevation maps.

Firms balance these revenues against the cost of building towers and operating the

network. For a tower rollout plan building tower z at time xz, the associated cost is

given by:

(4.4) CF (p, z, a,x) =
∑

z∈zF ,z is off grid

∑
t≥xz

δt [Krural] +BF (p, z, a,x)

for cost of operations BF , plus annualized cost of owning and operating rural towers

Krural. I compute the annualized cost of the towers using financial data provided by

operators to the regulator (RURA, 2011).7 The total annualized cost of owning and

operating a tower in Rwanda is $51,000 per year, plus $29,584 for towers that are far

from the electric grid that must be powered by generators. Other costs that the firm

faces are summarized by BF , which may include fixed costs as well as costs that vary

with the amount of usage (such as switching equipment, staff, and central operations).

I approximate these costs with the linear function:

7Building a tower costs approximately $130,000; I consider the total cost of ownership to operate
a tower, which includes operating expenses, annualized depreciation, and a 15% cost of capital.
Calculated depreciation assumes lifespans of 15 years for towers, 8 years for electric grid access, and
4 years for generators.
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BF (p, z, a,x) = fcF + icF ·
∑
i∈S

∑
t≥xi

δt
∑

j∈Gi∩St

Edij(pt,φt(z), a) · (1{ait=F} + 1{ajt=F})

where fcF represents the fixed cost of operating F ’s network, and icF represents

the incremental cost of operating a network that sends or receives an additional

second. When comparing outcomes with the same number of telecoms, the fixed

cost fcF will cancel out, so I do not attempt to estimate it. I determine icF from

a detailed engineering study of operator costs commissioned by the regulator to set

interconnection rates (see PwC 2011, and Appendix B.1).

Firms weigh revenues against the cost of tower construction to earn profits:

πF (p, z, a,x,f) = RF (p, z, a,x,f)− CF (p, z, a,x)

Government. The government decides whether to grant a license to the entrant

firm, and if so, sets the interconnection policy fij. The government earns revenue

from taxes on adoption (τadoption,it) and usage (τusage,it):

RG =
∑
i∈S

[
δxiτadoption,itp

h
xi

+
∑
t≥xi

δtτusage,it
∑

j∈Gi∩St

p
aitajt
t · Edij(pt,φt(z), a)

]
While I define aggregate profits, government revenue, and consumer utility, I take

an agnostic view of the objective function that the government maximizes.

Equilibrium. The model of individual decisions presented thus far, and the estima-

tion procedure described in the next section, are compatible with many definitions of

equilibrium. However, counterfactual simulations will require a specific, tractable def-

inition of equilibrium. There are likely to be multiple equilibria, which I will consider

in estimation and simulation.

Initial adopters (S0) are held fixed. Each other individual i decides on an adoption

time xi ∈
[
1, ..., T̄

]
and sequence of operators ai ∈ [0, 1]T̄−xi to maximize his payoff

Uai,xi
i (aGi ,xGi), which depends on his contacts’ adoption decisions (aGi , xGi). The

number of potential states of the network is large (2 ·2|S\S0| > 2 ·21,000,000); I maintain

tractability with a simplified concept of equilibrium:

First, I simplify individuals’ expectations about the future. I avoid populating and

managing a vast tree of potential states of the world by assuming that in equilibrium,

individuals compute payoffs based on a correct anticipation of their contacts’ adoption
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dates (EtxGi = xGi) and operator choices (EtaGi = aGi), with any forecast error fully

captured in the constant term ηi.

Second, I simplify the strategies individuals can employ: individuals choose only

two actions, their adoption time xi and operator sequence ai. They may not condition

their strategy on the actions of others in prior periods. This will result in a form of

naiveté: individuals do not anticipate how the rest of the network will respond to their

actions. Additionally, to simplify computation I allow consumers to switch operators

no more than one time.

Third, I simplify firm strategies. As a condition for receiving a license, regulators

commonly require firms to submit rollout plan and regular updates on prices. In

Rwanda, licenses are provided conditional on approval of 5 year rollout plans.8 To

make simulation tractable, I require firms to commit to a rollout plan, as well as a

path of prices, at the beginning of the license period.

An equilibrium corresponds with a Nash equilibrium of the following game. At the

beginning of time, the interconnection terms f are set, either by the incumbent (un-

regulated interconnection) or the government (regulated interconnection). Then, each

firm simultaneously announces their price sequence pF and tower construction plan

zF , and, given these plans, each individual simultaneously announces their adoption

date xi and operator sequence ai (a complete information static game).

More formally, for a given vector of consumer types η and interconnection terms

f , an equilibrium Γ(η) is represented by a tuple (p0,p1, z0, z1, a,x) such that:

• For each consumer i ∈ S, adoption date xi and operator ai maximize utility

Uai,xi
i (p,φ(z),x−i, a−i) given prices, coverage, and expectations about others’

adoption dates and operator choices

• Each firm F ’s price sequence pF and tower construction plan zF maximize

profits πF (p, z, a,x,f), given the competing firm’s price sequence and tower

construction plan, interconnection terms, and individual adoption dates and

operator choices

8These appear to be enforced: in 2007 the second operator (Mobile B) was disciplined for failing to
comply with its coverage and rollout plan. See Figure 5 for an example, the summary of the 2008
rollout plan.
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Despite the simplicity of this definition, it will allow for rich behavior. In simulations,

a perturbation of utility that causes one individual to change their adoption date can

shift the equilibrium, inducing ripple effects through potentially the entire network.

There are also likely to be multiple equilibria.

5. Estimation and Simulation

Estimation.

Monopoly Parameters. Monopoly model primitives are estimated in Bjorkegren (2017).

Individuals choose when to adopt a mobile phone and, if they adopt, how to use the

phone. The usage decision reveals the value of each connection (the parameters de-

scribing the utility function: γ, α, βcost, βcoverage, and parameters that define each

shock distribution in the communication graph, εijt
iid∼ F (σi, qi, µij)). I identify a link’s

value by how its usage changes in response to changes in the cost of communicating.

The value of all links together represent the value of the network. By inferring the

network value from the usage decision across links rather than from correlations in

adoption, I overcome traditional identification issues (Manski, 1993). The adoption

decision bounds any residual factors affecting adoption (bounding each individual’s

type under the incumbent [η0
i , η̄

0
i ]).

Additional Competitive Market Parameters. To estimate parameters of a competitive

market not revealed in the monopoly market, I use data from a mobile operator choice

survey I conducted in Rwanda in 2017. Participants were asked about their mobile

phone adoption and usage, as well as hypothetical questions designed to isolate param-

eters describing how consumers would select between operators in the counterfactuals

I study (see Appendix B.2).

Consumers describe price and service quality as primary drivers of their choices. A

hypothetical choice exercise implies a very slight amount of idiosyncratic preference

between the operators: I estimate that, consumers prefer the incumbent by mean

m(η0
i − η1

i ) = $2.45 , and standard deviation σ(η1
i − η0

i ) = $6.72. For each individual

I then draw a type for the entrant [η1
i , η̄

1
i ] = [η0

i − eis, η̄
0
i − eis] for random shock

eis
iid∼ N [m(η0

i − η1
i ), σ(η1

i − η0
i )] drawn under random seed s.
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Consumers find it a hassle to switch operators, especially when a switch entails

changing phone numbers: I estimate a switching cost of S = $36.09.

While choices in hypothetical scenarios do not always reveal true preferences, they

have been shown to be effective predictors of behavior (Bernheim et al., 2013). To

validate my approach, I ask respondents to make additional hypothetical choices in

scenarios that are analogous to choices made within my data. While I do not observe

switches between operators in my data, I do observe switches between plans offered

by the same operator. Survey and data estimates imply plan switching costs that are

similar in magnitude (see Appendix B.3).

Simulation. Conditional on prices and coverage, I simulate a consumer adoption

equilibrium based on a change to the environment using the iterated best response

method described in Bjorkegren (2017), which bounds the entire range of equilibria.

The algorithm is described in pseudocode in Section C. In Section 8, I describe how

this method is extended to find an equilibrium in firm strategies.

6. Monopoly Benchmarks

While simulating a competitive equilibrium will require additional assumptions, I

can simulate monopoly benchmarks that suggest the effects of opening up the market

to competition. I hypothesize that under competition, firms may compete more

heavily in urban centers, lowering prices but reducing investment in rural coverage.

To gauge these effects, I simulate two benchmarks: the benefits of lowering prices,

and the distribution of revenue from investing in rural coverage. In both simulations

I hold fixed individuals’ operator choices (ait ≡ 0).

How large are benefits to lowering prices? I first estimate the scope for competition

to improve welfare by simulating if the monopolist were to charge the price that was

eventually charged after the competitor entered (in 2010; see Figure 2). I simulate the

monopoly immediately dropping calling prices by 77%, and holding nominal prices

steady over the time period, while holding fixed all other aspects of the market.

Results are shown in Table 3. The price reduction lowered firm and government

revenues, and due to the costs of operating a larger network, substantially reduced

firm profits. However, for net welfare these declines are far outweighed by the huge
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Table 3. Benchmark Simulation: If Monopolist Reduced Price to
Eventual Competitive Price

Firm Government Consumer
Revenue Profit Revenue Utility

Baseline [165, 187] [102, 118] [65, 73] [244, 270]
Lowered prices [145, 156] [34, 38] [63, 69] [574, 608]
Total Impact -20, -31 -68, -80 -2, -4 330, 338

(million $)

benefits to utility (more than doubling the surplus accruing to consumers). This

suggests that there is substantial scope for welfare benefits from price reductions;

however, competition may affect other margins, such as investment. Given the scope

for consumer benefits, I move next to consider the incentives of a firm to invest in

rural coverage.

How much benefits of rural expansion comes from the urban network? I estimate

the scope for an effect on investment in infrastructure by decomposing the revenue

generated under monopoly provision into pieces that would be fully and only partially

internalized under competition. It tends to be profitable to serve urban areas even in

the presence of competition. But serving a rural area may only be profitable if one

also has a monopoly over urban areas. If market share in urban areas is split between

competitors, an operator may invest less in rural coverage: it will internalize less of the

spillover benefits of investment, and if price discrimination is limited, price pressure

in the urban area may limit its ability to recoup the cost of the rural investment.

I simulate the effects of building full baseline coverage relative to a counterfactual

where only urban towers were built (see Figure 3 for coverage maps). I impose the

relevant coverage map, allow each consumer to adjust their adoption and calling

behavior, and compute resulting equilibrium revenues and utility. I then decompose

the revenue generated by the investment, by rural-rural, urban-rural, rural-urban, and

urban-urban connections. If there were competition for the urban market, revenue
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Figure 3. Rollout Plans
Observed
Incumbent

Rollout

2005 2009

No Rural
Expansion

in the last three categories would only partially be internalized.9 If this portion

represents a large fraction of the revenue impact of the coverage expansion, that

suggests that competition may have a large impact on investment.

Rural expansion generated large welfare benefits, but they were dispersed among

parties, as shown in Table 4. The overall annualized cost of operating the rural tow-

ers was approximately $6.8m, but it generated $73m in utility, $10m in government

revenue, and $28m in firm revenue (in the low equilibrium; $76m, $11m, and $32m

in the high equilibrium). When a monopolist owns the network, it would internalize

revenue from all links. However, if the network were split it would internalize only a

9An operator that builds a rural network will earn revenue on rural-rural calls, a portion of the
additional calls between urban and rural networks (per interconnection rates), and a portion of
urban-urban calls—depending on how much of the urban network the firm owns.
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Table 4. Benchmark Simulation: If Monopolist Had not Built Rural Network

Utility Government Firm Revenue
Revenue

All links All links All links
By Connection

Rural- Rural- Urban- Urban-
Rural Urban Rural Urban

Baseline [244, 270] [65, 73] [165, 187] [30, 33] [17, 18] [24, 28] [95, 108]
No
expansion

[169, 189] [56, 62] [137, 153] [22, 25] [13, 15] [18, 21] [83, 93]

Impact -75, -81 -9, -11 -28, -34 -8, -8 -4, -4 -6, -7 -12, -15

million $
Cost of
Expansion

6.8 (annualized)

fraction of this revenue. To gauge how revenue would be split, I break down the rev-

enue earned by type of connection. Revenue is fairly dispersed: $7m ($8m in the high

equilibrium) arose from rural-rural connections, $4m from rural-urban connections,

$6m ($5m) from urban-rural connections, and $11m ($14m) from urban-urban con-

nections. While rural areas received improved coverage, a substantial portion of the

revenue came from urban-urban links. This is partly because some urban consumers

spend time in rural areas and thus directly benefit from coverage (which would be

factored into their coverage measure φait), and partly due to spillover benefits to the

large urban network.

These simulations suggest that the revenue from expansion would likely be split

among several parties. While in this case the full expansion would would be prof-

itable even if the monopolist only internalized the rural-rural revenue (since revenue

$8m > $6.8m cost), if it only obtained a portion of revenue it may have been more

profitable to roll out less than full coverage. Also, these simulations hold prices fixed;

in a competitive environment the firm may be forced to lower prices which may fur-

ther reduce incentives to expand. To evaluate the impact of competition on rural

expansion, including the potential for partial rollout and price changes, I use the

model to simulate a competitive industry. The next section discusses assumptions

needed to simulate competition, and Section 8 presents results.
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7. Extension to Competition

Given that many features of the environment could change with the introduction

of competition, this section evaluates how sufficiently the model estimated in an es-

sentially monopolistic environment captures behavior under competition. The model

imposes constraints on how operators would compete, and how consumers would re-

spond. This section discusses and tests these assumptions. In particular, I require

that the individual types for the incumbent η0
i , and the latent call graph (µij, σi, qi)

remain stable upon the introduction of competition, and that the call graph remains

the same regardless of which operator an individual subscribes to.

To evaluate these questions I use evidence from two sources. First, a viable com-

petitor did enter the Rwandan market after the rollout, in the end of 2009. I use

evidence from the Rwandan market after this competitor’s entry; from surveys, offi-

cial statistics, and from an original consumer choice survey. Second, I report evidence

from other African countries that had competitive markets during this time.

What margins might operators compete on? The model captures the most

essential margins that operators would compete on: coverage and price levels (which

may include network effects related to price and coverage). In a representative survey

of individuals with phones in sub-Saharan Africa, these are among the top reasons

that individuals indicate for choosing their operator (51.4% report coverage; 20.2%

report price; 37.4% report because it is the network their contacts are on, which

typically is due to network prices; Stork and Stork 2008, as reported in Table 2).

Here I evaluate whether the incumbent would compete with an entrant on other

margins.

Price Schedule. Competing operators could potentially differentiate their plans and

pricing in ways not adequately summarized in price levels (for example, one operator

might specialize in voice and the other in SMS). However, there is little evidence of

such specialization after the introduction of competition in Rwanda.10 The entrant’s

10With the exception that several years later once smartphones had gained popularity, the fourth
entrant in Rwanda (Operator D) specialized in data plans.
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plans were very similar to the incumbent; the incumbent reduced the prices of differ-

ent services in a nearly proportional manner; and different services appear to grow

proportionally between the operators (see Appendix A.1).

Quality. The model includes service quality as indicated by coverage, measured by

the accessibility of towers in a radius of the locations an individual uses a phone

most. To the extent that the expansion of coverage corresponds with other measures

of geographical quality (such as the frequency of dropped calls and the availability

of airtime from agents), coverage represents a proxy, and the estimation procedure

will capture how consumers respond to the combined measure of quality. Other call

quality measures are regulated under the terms of each operator’s license; quality

tests by the regulator suggest little difference between the operators. Other aspects

of quality do not appear to be major differentiators. (See Appendix A.2).

Handsets. In many developed countries, mobile phone operators differentiate them-

selves based on selection and pricing of handsets. However, in African markets the

market for handsets has been relatively independent from the market for mobile ser-

vice (in 2008 only 3.4% of phone owners in sub-Saharan Africa had received their

handset with a contract, as reported in Table 5). Further, most African operators use

the same GSM standard so that the same handset can be set up on any of the net-

works.11 In Rwanda, while operators have stores that sell handsets, during the period

of my data, operator sales records account for only 10% of total handsets activated.

I assume that the entry of an operator would not change the prices or availability of

handsets.

Other Services. As they spread, mobile phones began to provide additional services

beyond voice, including mobile money and internet. However, most of these services

either developed later than the period of study, or were not differentiated across

operators (see Table 5 and Appendix A.3).

11One exception: the ineffective competitor (Mobile B) operated an incompatible CDMA network
from 2005-2008 before switching to GSM. During this earlier period, handsets sold for use on Mobile
B were not compatible with Mobile A or most other African and European networks.
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Table 5. Mobile Phone Usage

2007-8 2010-11
SSA Rwanda SSA Rwanda

Two or more accounts 16.1% 3.1% 23.7% 36.9%

Bought new phone 66.5% 84.0% 63.0% 61.5%
Bought used phone 11.6% 10.6% 10.9% 23.3%
Got a new or used phone from friend or family 18.5% 5.1% 15.6% 12.2%
Got a phone with a contract 3.4% 0.2% 10.5% 3.0%

Use phone for
Making and Receiving Phone Calls 97.9% 94.8% 99.4% 99.7%
SMS 77.3% 87.6% 83.5% 92.2%
Roaming when abroad - - 5.3% 6.7%

Sending or receiving money - - 18.4% 17.5%
Transferring airtime - - 41.9% 45.5%

Email 2.5% 1.6% 13.5% 13.3%
Browsing Internet - - 17.2% 14.9%
Facebook or other social network - - 16.0% 13.6%
Downloaded apps - - 15.0% 6.4%

Personal organizer / diary / watch 42.5% 41.7% 50.6% 47.2%
Playing games 20.2% 31.8% 47.7% 38.3%
Listen to music/radio 14.0% 6.4% 46.3% 35.0%
Taking photos or videos 15.1% 4.8% 39.3% 24.0%

Source: RIA household surveys 2007/2008 and 2010/2011. A dash indicates that question was not
asked in that survey round.

8. The Effects of Competition

This section presents the results of simulations with competition.

Assumptions. I make the following simplifications:

Operators cannot charge different prices for on- and off-net calls (pF,Gt ≡ pF,G
′

t ). If

operators charge different prices for on- and off-net calls, the number of equilibria

balloons, based on whether cliques of users tip into one network or the other. To

limit this proliferation of equilibria, I assume that operators cannot charge different
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prices for on- and off-net calls.12 This can be considered a competition rule imposed

by the regulator, so that counterfactuals show the effect of introducing competition

under this rule. While such a rule was not common in African markets at this time, it

has been proposed for Rwanda (Argent and Pogorelsky, 2011), and has been used in

several countries in an attempt to discipline competition (including Kenya, Singapore,

Colombia, Turkey, Slovenia, and Portugal; see TMG (2011)).13

No multihoming. In markets where different operators have low on-net prices and

high off-net prices, it can be common for consumers to hold accounts with multiple

operators to connect with others on different networks.14 Given that I restrict off-

network pricing, there is less reason for consumers to hold multiple accounts; for

simplicity I rule out that possibility.15

Consumers may switch operators, at most once. In the monopoly case, where con-

sumers are choosing only when to adopt, assumptions about future utility do not

affect the relative attractiveness of adopting at different times before the end period.

However, when consumers can choose between multiple operators upon adopting,

assumptions about future utility affect operator choice even if consumers adopt be-

fore the end period (T ). For example, a consumer may select an operator that is

strictly worse before period T but substantially better afterward because it provides

higher total utility. Since I am most confident about results before T , I have made

two decisions to restrict the impact of these continuation values. First, as detailed

in the model, I allow individuals to switch operators. To ease computation, I allow

individuals to switch at most once. Second, I allow operators to select from a menu
12If I allowed firms to charge different prices for calls within and across networks, without more
structure it would be difficult to conclude much about the market: for example, if the two operators
offered comparably low on-net prices and prohibitively high off-net prices, it would be difficult to
determine which operator different cliques in the network would sign up for.
13It may become more common to restrict on- and off-net price differentials: regulators are increas-
ingly allowing number portability so that a consumer can switch operators and keep the same phone
number. When numbers can be ported, by looking at a phone number it is no longer possible to tell
if a call will be billed at an on- or off-net rate.
14Consumers may either swap out the account on their handset using different SIM cards, or use a
handset that supports multiple accounts simultaneously (e.g., a dual-SIM handset).
15There could still be some reason: an individual who travels between an urban center and rural
areas may want to hold a low price account that only has urban coverage as well as a higher price
account that has better rural coverage. The model could accommodate multihoming, but I would
need estimates of the hassle costs of using multiple accounts.
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of strategies that do not diverge substantially over time, so that differences between

the operators remain relatively stable. When competition was eventually introduced,

operators appeared to converge rather than diverge (see Figure 2).

Break ties in favor of incumbent. If the incumbent and entrant offer equal utility I

assume a consumer will choose the incumbent.

Simulation Method. First, I draw consumer preferences, entrant types [η1
i , η̄

1
i ], and

assume these are known by firms. I present results drawn from a single random seed.

I then compute a competitive equilibrium in two nested steps. I consider a grid

of potential interconnection terms, and price and rollout paths {(f ,p0,p1, z0, z1)}.
For each tuple in this grid, I compute a partial equilibrium conditioned on firm

choices (prices and coverage, and interconnection terms if they are unregulated). I

use the network adoption simulation method of Bjorkegren (2017), extended to allow

individuals to select (and potentially switch) operators (the algorithm is described in

Appendix C). For each, I compute resulting consumer surplus, revenues, and profits.

A Nash equilibrium of this grid in profits is a competitive equilibrium.

I initially hold fixed the incumbent’s rollout plan and set the entrant’s rollout

plan to mimic the incumbent’s rollout in urban areas but not cover rural areas

(these plans correspond to the coverage maps in Figure 3).16 I consider a grid of

potential price paths, set as a multiple of the initial monopolist price path: pF ∈
{0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.81, 1} · pmonopoly.

Results: Unregulated Interconnection. The incumbent can dictate the terms of

interconnection for most emerging network goods, such as Facebook, Uber, and many

mobile money systems. I consider the results if the incumbent were able to dictate

the terms of interconnection (fij).17

Prior to the pricing game, I allow the incumbent to select from a menu of intercon-

nection rates: fij ∈ {2
3
, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} RwF/sec, and then compute the resulting Nash

16Operator C’s Annual Report in 2010 suggested an urban focus: ‘There is scope for further coverage
growth in our African markets, but urban centers currently represent the significant majority of the
addressable population and we believe that the right approach to reaching more rural areas is
increasingly to share network infrastructure with other operators.’ Tower sharing in Rwanda was
limited until the regulator mandated it in 2011.
17It is computationally inexpensive to consider different terms of interconnection: conditional on
final consumer prices, consumer behavior and associated network effects are fixed.
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equilibrium prices and outcomes. Table 6 (a) shows a subset of the resulting game

board, for the government regulated level fij = 2
3
and the alternative that leads to the

most profitable equilibrium for the incumbent, fij = 4. Since the entrant offers weakly

lower coverage, in the bottom triangular portion of the matrix the vast majority of

consumers only subscribe to the incumbent. The incumbent sets interconnection to

4 RwF to incur losses at the incumbent. Outcomes are shown in Table 6 (b), and do

not differ substantially from the monopoly case. This mimics observed outcomes in

many emerging network goods: when one player is dominant, interconnection rarely

arises endogenously.

If alternately fij = 2
3
, the terms set by the government, then competition leads to

lowered prices. If the entrant lowers prices, it can capture a substantial portion of the

revenues in the urban market. The entries suggest that the incumbent would reduce

prices in response.

Results: Regulated Interconnection.

Equilibrium in Prices. Under the government’s interconnection terms, outcomes are

shown in Table 7.

Equilibrium in Prices and Coverage. [ In progress ]

.

Robustness.

Network incompleteness. In my data, adoption and usage illuminate the links of the

call graph. However, I observe this illumination only through May 2009. Some

individuals adopted phones after this period, so I observe a subset of the call graph

for Rwanda’s population. Because competition may make it more attractive to join

the network, the omitted, or ‘dark’, portion of the network could affect my results: in

a counterfactual, these individuals may have adopted during the period of interest. It

is not feasible to obtain the full network from the period where the Rwandan market

was competitive, since the network is then split among multiple operators. Instead,

I gauge the potential bias with two exercises, which exploit the variation I observe

during the period of monopoly as well as a later household survey.
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Table 6. Simulation: Competitive Interaction with Coverage Fixed,
Incumbent Sets Terms of Interconnection

(a) Strategic Interaction (Profit in million $, high adoption equilibrium)
Entrant

pt 0.81pt 0.7pt 0.6pt 0.5pt 0.4pt 0.3pt

In
cu

m
be

nt

f i
j
≡

4

pt 107, -1 101, -2 102, -15 83, -8 71, -14 70, -39 122, -109
0.81pt 102, -1 130, -34 142, -56 120, -56 80, -40 92, -81
0.7pt _ 126, -39 147, -77 120, -76 91, -74
0.6pt 78, -1 137, -67 142, -94 126, -105
0.5pt 56, -0 129, -83 154, -128
0.4pt 31, -0 141, -119

f i
j
≡

2 3

pt 109, -2 72, 28 41, 45 27, 49 18, 39 13, 19 8, -2
0.81pt 103, -2 82, 14 58, 28 36, 28 22, 17 17, -6
0.7pt _ 78, 9 54, 23 33, 10 21, -4
0.6pt 80, -2 64, 6 45, 3 29, -8
0.5pt 58, -2 48, -2 36, -11
0.4pt 32, -2 31, -10

Best responses denoted in bold; Nash equilibria underlined.

(b) Equilibrium when incumbent dictates terms of interconnection
(fij ≡ 4)

Outcomes Incumbent Firm Entrant Firm Government Consumer
Revenue Profit Revenue Profit Revenue Utility

Baseline: Monopoly [165, 181] [102, 114] [0, 0] [0, 0] [65, 71] [244, 263]
Duopoly [_, 175] [_, 107] [_, 2] [_, -1] [_, 70] [_, 265]
Impact of Competition _, -6 _, -7 _, +2 _, -1 _, -1 _, +2

_ denotes computation still in progress.

First, I consider whether the competitive equilibrium calling price is exactly con-

tained within the variation I observe. I can still simulate the market for the earlier

period of the network, say 2005-2007, as long as adoption does not become more

attractive in those years under competition than it was under the monopoly in 2009.

Second, I exploit more of the variation based on the tradeoff between handset prices

and calling prices. In counterfactuals handset prices continue to follow the same global

trend. Even if the counterfactual calling price were far lower than the monopoly range,
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Table 7. Simulation: Competitive Equilibrium under Regulated In-
terconnection (Coverage Fixed)

Prices

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

C
al

lin
g 

P
ric

e 
($

/m
in

ut
e,

 n
om

in
al

)

Baseline: Monopoly Duopoly: Entrant Duopoly: Incumbent

Subscribers

0.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

1.5 m

0 10 20 30 40 50

Month

V
al

ue

Baseline: Monopoly Duopoly: Entrant Duopoly: Incumbent Duopoly: Total

Incumbent Market Share (high adoption equilibrium), May 2009
Overall 0.94
...Urban 0.88
...Rural 0.99
...Initial Adopters 1.00
...Later Adopters 0.91

Outcomes Incumbent Firm Entrant Firm Government Consumer
Revenue Profit Revenue Profit Revenue Utility

Baseline: Monopoly [165, 181] [102, 114] [0, 0] [0, 0] [65, 71] [244, 263]
Duopoly [_, 146] [_, 64] [_, 24] [_, 6] [_, 70] [_, 451]
Impact of Competition _, -35 _, -50 _, +24 _, +6 _, -1 _, +188

_ denotes computation still in progress.

an individual may still choose to delay adoption if handset prices remain high. I bound

the behavior of this ‘dark’ part of the network by obtaining basic data on individuals

subscribing between 2009 and 2011 from a nationally representative household survey,

and bounding their counterfactual decisions using my model (RIA, 2012). For details

see Appendix D. Results suggest that handset prices continue to be a major barrier

to adoption of the dark part of the network for the range of competitive usage prices

suggested by my simulations.18

.

18Note that this exercise is partial equilibrium in the sense that it holds fixed firm actions: in full
equilibrium, operators may charge lower prices when facing the potential adoption of the dark part
of the network.
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9. Conclusion

Societies are deciding how to discipline the increasing number of industries char-

acterized by network effects. Developing societies face a particular challenge: mobile

phone networks provide the infrastructure (the ‘rails’) for an increasing array of vital

services, including payments and banking. This paper evaluates the scope for compe-

tition to affect welfare and investment in the Rwandan mobile phone network during

a period of high growth.
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Figure 4. Coverage by Technology
(a) 2G Network
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World Bank (2004): A Model for Calculating Interconnection Costs in Telecommunica-
tions, World Bank Publications.

Appendix A. Potential Differences Under Competition

A.1. Plan Offerings. As one test, I evaluate how the market in Rwanda unfolded.

I compare the incumbent’s detailed price schedule to the entrant’s schedule, Table 8.

After the introduction of competition, the incumbent lowered prices to almost match

the entrant, in an almost proportional way. Three years after the introduction of

competition, the incumbent had a higher price level but identical SMS charges. This

suggests that the firms did not target different usage profiles. Other plan character-

istics (discount timebands, top up structure) were very similar between entrant and

incumbent and did not change much upon the entry of the competitor. Their top up
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Figure 5. Rollout Plan
In Rwanda, operators submit a detailed 5 year rollout plan, which must be consistent with
the obligations spelled out in the license:

(a) Operator A (incumbent)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    OG n°24bis of 15/12/2008 
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(b) Operator B (poorly performing entrant)
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COVERAGE (URBAN AREAS AND INTERCONNECTING HIGHWAYS) 
 
The licensee shall install, operate and maintain the Licensed Network and provide the Licensed Services in all the localities indicated below and in accordance with the CAPEX Plan 
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 NETWORK ROLL OUT 

 
 
Before the end of each five years period, the Licensee shall provide a detailed network rollout and coverage plan for the subsequent five years. 
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policies differed slightly (minimum top up of 500 RwF for the incumbent which gave

90 days of network access. The entrant offered top ups starting at 300 RwF with 30

days of access, or 1000 RwF with 60 days of network access.

As another test, Figure 6 presents the time series of prices and volumes for calls

and SMS. Call and SMS prices follow similar downward trends, and volumes follow

similar upward trends.19

A.2. Quality. Rwandan licenses specify that operators must maintain a dropped call

rate below 2%, above 90% of connections must have good voice quality, above 95%

SMS success rate, a delay between the sending and receiving of SMS of less than 48

hours, network availability above 98% for mobile switching centers, fewer than 3% of

customers complaining within 30 days, and above 95% of complaints resolved within

24 hours (Rwanda, 2008). The government has sharply fined operators in the past

when quality standards were not met, so these can be thought of as a lower bound on

quality. Regulator tests in 2012-2013 reported little difference between the operators:

a call setup success rate of 94.7% for operator A vs. 93.7% for operator C; a call

drop rate of 0.5% for operator A vs. 1.5% for operator C; and an average call setup

time of 6.59 seconds for operator A vs. 6.67 seconds for operator C. Only 12% of

surveyed consumers in sub-Saharan Africa list voice quality among the main reasons

for choosing their current operator.

Airtime sales networks do not appear to be a major source of differentiation (Mann

and Nzayisenga, 2015). Other aspects of quality do not appear to be a great differ-

entiator across sub-Saharan Africa: only 14.8% list customer service among the main

reasons for choosing their current operator (see Table 2).

A.3. Additional Services. Mobile money and internet were uncommon at this

point. Only 5 sub-Saharan African countries had mobile money systems before 2009,

and the first mobile money system in Rwanda launched in 2010 (Mas and Radcliffe,

2011). Mobile internet use was also very low: only 2.5% of sub-Saharan Africans with

mobile phones used them to check email in 2007-8 (the only internet usage question

19The third operator saw a spike in SMS volumes in late 2013; it is unclear if this spike was related
to a drop in price in 2012 or some other factor.
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Figure 6. Calls and SMS Price and Volume Series
(a) Call Prices (on-network)
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asked in that survey round). These services grew after the period of interest; in 2010-

11, 18.4% used phones to transfer money, 13.5% to check email, and 17.2% to browse

the internet. At present, all major operators in Rwanda offer mobile money and

internet. The future introduction of these services would affect individual utilities

through the discounted future stream of unobserved benefits in ηi. The development

of these additional services would not affect decisions during the period of study, as

long as competition does not affect how consumers anticipate the incumbent to pro-

vide these services in the future, and consumers don’t anticipate the introduction of

these services differentially between the two operators.

Consumers also report using mobile phones for activities other than calls, including

as a personal organizer (43% of African and 42% of Rwandan phone owners), for games

(20% of African and 32% of Rwandan), for music or radio (14% of African and 6% of

Rwandan), and for taking photos and videos (15% of African and 5% of Rwandan).

However, at this point in time, when these features were available they were built in

to handsets and would not be differentiated across operators.20

There is a small set of services that could potentially have been differentiated across

operators, such as voice mail or call waiting. The incumbent did provide a service

to transfer small amounts of airtime credit which could function as a primitive form

of mobile money, but it saw little use (see Blumenstock et al., 2016).21 Many other

services were available on all networks. I assume any differentiation arising from these

services would have been negligible.

Appendix B. Data Details

B.1. Cost Data. I use the costs from an interconnection cost study commissioned

by the regulator in 2010 (PwC, 2011). This study derives the incremental costs of

different services from a detailed engineering model following the methodology of

(World Bank, 2004).22 From each operator, the regulator requested data on network

20For example, many feature phones sold in African markets have radios, and games often came
standard with feature phones, such as the popular game Snake included with many Nokia phones.
21Mobile C introduced a feature that plays music while a caller is waiting for the receiver to pick
up.
22The model itself is encoded as an Excel workbook with 18 worksheets and is described in an
accompanying 168 page writeup.
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traffic, capacity, infrastructure (include towers, switches, transmission, and central

equipment such as the home location register and voicemail platform), and the cur-

rent prices of each piece of infrastructure. Because of the sensitivity of this data,

the study is confidential; however, I outline its method here. The regulator sought

symmetric interconnection rates, so the study models a ‘generic’ operator by con-

solidating the network design and cost data; the authors average responses for most

network parameters; when one operator’s response deviates from international bench-

marks or averaging would be unreasonable, the authors make a judgement call. For

each service (such as receiving an off-net call), the model notes which pieces of infras-

tructure it blocks, sums up the cost for each piece of equipment (including equipment

and installation costs, depreciation, land leasing costs, a markup, and the cost of

capital). Because telecommunications costs are lumpy, the marginal cost of an ad-

ditional second of talk time is typically zero. The study instead computes the Long

Run Incremental Cost (LRIC), which averages these lumpy costs, to compute the

incremental costs of constructing and operating the network for incremental usage

such as an additional minute of calling. The regulator commissioned the study to set

the interconnection rate (mobile termination rate) and so is primarily interested in

the incremental cost of terminating a phone call from another network.

For my project, the object of interest is how operator costs change with the scale

of the network. Because my counterfactuals can induce substantial change in scale,

incremental costs are more empirically relevant than marginal costs. I tailor the

incremental cost model to best match the empirical setup. First, many urban towers

are capacity constrained, so that operators would build more towers if the network

served more calls; however, many rural towers are not: they could serve more calls

without substantial investment. I consider urban towers as incremental costs, and

rural towers as fixed costs (see Equation 4.4). From this model I derive incremental

costs for six different calls: for both rural and urban calls, the cost of an additional

second of calling on-net, placed to a different network, and received from a different

network.

B.2. Consumer Choice Survey. To determine how consumers select between mo-

bile phone operators, I fielded a consumer survey in Rwanda in summer 2017. 89
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respondents were drawn from a convenience sample of mobile phone owners, in a mix

of urban and rural sectors around Kigali. Sampling was designed to capture the early

adopters contained in my mobile phone data. The survey was drafted in English

and given in Kinyarwanda. 63% of respondents had an account with the dominant

operator by 2009, so they would appear in the initial phone data. At the time of the

survey, there were three competitive operators. 97% of respondents had an account

with the incumbent (Operator A), but many had multiple accounts (85% had at least

two accounts).

Table 9 compares demographics between phone owners in my consumer choice sur-

vey and a nationally representative survey fielded in 2010-2011 (RIA, 2012). Because

the two surveys were fielded at different times, and later than the phone data on

which my study is based, the set of consumers owning phones will differ. The first

column presents the raw survey results. The second set of columns compares the

demographics of consumers who adopted phones by 2011 in my survey and in RIA

(2012). The final set of columns compares demographics for consumers who adopted

phones by 2008, the last full year of transactions I observe. My sample is of a simi-

lar age but is more highly educated (it especially has a large fraction of individuals

with tertiary education), though the difference attenuates slightly as the sample is

restricted to earlier adopters.

In addition to basic usage questions, the survey included questions to calibrate pa-

rameters of the model. Respondents were asked to select between two options, where

had an additional monetary savings or payment. To find the point of indifference,

the monetary savings was varied until the respondent switched his or her choice.

Respondents were asked three questions about switching:

Imagine your operator had a new discount, but to get the discount you

had to set up a new account (entailing replacing your SIM card and

transferring any contacts stored on your SIM).

(1) If you could keep your phone number, what is the lowest total amount you

would have to save to switch to the new discount? [Selected from a switching

form.]
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Table 9. Survey Demographics

Comparison to Nationally Representative Survey

Subset: Owned phones by 2017 2011 2008

My Survey My Survey RIA (2012) My Survey RIA (2012)

Age 30.0 32.3 29.3 35.2 32.6
Male 60% 62% 57% 69% 41%

Education Tertiary 24% 26% 4% 22% 8%
Secondary 57% 53% 38% 53% 51%
Primary 16% 16% 46% 20% 35%
None 3% 4% 13% 4% 6%

Read a letter 100% 100% 77% 100% 86%
or newspaper easily

N 89 73 386 49 112

(2) If you had to change to a new phone number, what is the lowest total amount

you would have to save to switch to the new discount? [Selected from a

switching form.]

(3) If you had to change to a new phone number and switch operators to one of

the same quality, what is the lowest total amount you would have to save to

switch to the new discount? [Selected from a switching form.]

The first two questions hold fixed the operator. The first question corresponds to a

setting with number portability; respondents report a mean switching cost of $3.80

(standard error $1.37). If they must switch phone numbers as well, respondents sug-

gested a mean switching cost of $21.38 (standard error $3.06). A large hassle from

switching numbers is consistent with other evidence from Rwanda; in a nationally

representative survey, 31% of Rwandans said they have not switched operators be-

cause they could not keep their phone number (Stork and Stork, 2008). If they must

also switch operator, to one of the same quality, they report a mean switching cost of

$36.09 (standard error $6.03). Reported switching costs vary in intuitive ways with

number of contacts. The correlation between a subscriber’s number of contacts and

the switching cost for the first option (which would not require telling each contact
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Table 10. Consumer Choice Survey

(a) Descriptives
Mean

Mean Year this Type of Has Operator Has Multiple
Handset Purchased A B C D Operators

All respondents 1.00 2007 0.97 0.00 0.85 0.31 0.85
... owns a feature phone 0.48 2006 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.14 0.79
... owns a smartphone 0.52 2013 0.93 0.00 0.93 0.48 0.91
... owns a single SIM handset 0.13 2008 0.83 0.00 0.42 0.17 0.33
... owns a dual SIM handset 0.87 2012 0.99 0.00 0.92 0.34 0.94

Contacts on Operator
A B C D

All respondents 171 0 89 7
... if ego has an account with operator 177 - 100 19
... if ego does not have an account with operator 10 0 22 2

(b) Parameters
Value

S $21.38
mean(η0i − η1i ) $2.45
SD(η0i − η1i ) $6.72

N 89

about a new phone number) is 0.00. On the other hand, for the second option (where

each contact would need to be told), the correlation is 0.27. The correlation with the

last option is 0.07; the lower correlation suggests that consumers with many contacts

tend to also prefer their current operator.

Respondents were next asked about idiosyncratic preferences between Operator A

and C:

Now, imagine you had to choose one of two operators from scratch (so

you would not need to transfer contacts or switch phone numbers).

You may choose either [Operator A], or a new plan that [Operator C]

may introduce, New [Operator C], which has the exact same coverage,

network, and prices as [Operator A]. (Specifically, a call to an [Opera-

tor A] number costs the same whether you are on [Operator A] or New

[Operator C].)
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(1) What differences would there be between New [Operator C] and [Operator

A]? (open ended)

(2) If you had to choose from scratch, which would you choose?

(3) What is the least you would need to save, or highest you would pay, to choose

New [Operator C] over [Operator A]? [Respondents were shown a switching

form listing the two options on each row and a decreasing amount of savings,

and asked when they would switch.]

(4) Why?

In response to the first question, respondents mentioned the colors and branding, their

advertising, that phone numbers beginning with Operator A’s prefix are considered

more prestigious, and the fact that Operator A entered the market first. In response to

the third, the mean preference for Operator A was $2.45 (standard deviation $6.72).23

When asked to explain their decisions, 54% of consumers said they preferred the color,

ads, or branding of one of the two; 24% mentioned the incumbent had more experience

or a better reputation; and 12% cited customer service (including availability of agents

and service centers).24

B.3. Validating Survey Estimates of Switching Costs. I do not observe switches

between operators: my data does not include them, and they were insignificant in

number during this period where the main operator was essentially a monopolist. In-

stead I estimate through my survey (details in Section B.2). However, in the call data

I do observe choices that are similar in nature: the choice of plan on the incumbent.

I use the decision to switch plan as a check on my switching cost estimates.

The operator originally offered a single prepaid plan, PerMin, billed by the minute.25

In February 2006, it introduced another prepaid plan, PerSec, billed by the second.

The prices were set so that a minute call under PerMin cost the same as 45 seconds

under PerSec. Shorter calls were cheaper under PerSec; longer calls were cheaper

23I omit three respondents who reported extreme idiosyncratic preferences for one of the operators
(100x the modal response of +/- 1000 RwF. 2 preferred the incumbent, one the entrant). The
respondents quoted typical reasons for preferring one of the two (reputation, usage by family and
friends, service), and had typical usage patterns. I believe they misunderstood the exercise.
24Only a handful cited feature differences: 3 cited ring back tones (introduced by Operator C but
now available on both), 1 cited roaming policies, and 1 cited a loan product introduced in 2017.
25Calls under the ‘per minute’ plan were billed by the first minute, and then 30 second increments.
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under PerMin. Most subscribers place short calls, so the introduction of PerSec rep-

resented a substantial price reduction for most. This paper (and Bjorkegren 2017)

models the introduction of PerSec as a price reduction, abstracting away from the

plan details (pricing under PerMin depends on the distribution of an individual’s call

lengths). The introduction of the new plan is analyzed in detail in Bjorkegren (2012).

Because the pricing schedule of PerMin depends on the distribution of call dura-

tions, I specify a pricing function pP (Dijt) under operator 0 plan P ∈ {M,S}, which
depends on the distribution of call durations, Dijt and a vector of shocks εijt.

Then, link ij provides utility uPijt(Dijt) = 1
βcost

vij(Dijt, εijt)−pP (Dijt)−βcoverageφ0
itφ

0
jtDijt

(the analogue of Equation 4.1).

The set of calls that maximize utility under plan P is then DP∗
ijt = arg maxD u

P
ijt(D),

with associated utility uP∗ijt .

Then, i will switch from PerMin to PerSec in period t̃ if:∑
t≥t̃

δt
∑
j∈Gi

uS∗ijt − uM∗ijt ≥ S0

and i will remain in PerMin if:∑
t≥t̃

δt
∑
j∈Gi

uS∗ijt − uM∗ijt ≤ S0

Note that if in month t, i uses plan P and places calls DP
ijt, the utility gained from

instead using plan P ′ is bounded below by:

uP
′∗

ijt − uP∗ijt ≥ pP (DP∗
ijt )− pP

′
(DP∗

ijt )

because the optimal distribution of call durations may change based on the plan.

Then for switchers, it must be that:∑
t

δt
∑
j∈Gi

[
pS(DS∗

ijt)− pM(DS∗
ijt)
]
≥ S0

and for nonswitchers, it must be that:∑
t

δt
∑
j∈Gi

uS∗ijt − uM∗ijt ≤ S0

or, for some S̃0 ≥ S0,∑
t

δt
∑
j∈Gi

[
pS(DM∗

ijt )− pM(DM∗
ijt )
]
≤ S̃0
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If the adjustment is small (DM
ijt ≈ DS

ijt) then S̃0 ≈ S0, and we can estimate S0 with

the objective function:

S0 = min
S

[ ∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
i switcher

∑
t

δt
∑
j∈Gi

[
pS(DS

ijt)− pM(DS
ijt)
]
− S

∣∣∣∣∣+∣∣∣∣∣S − ∑
i nonswitcher

∑
t

δt
∑
j∈Gi

[
pS(DM

ijt)− pM(DM
ijt)
]∣∣∣∣∣
]

This yields an estimate of the switching cost between PerMin and PerSec of $6.83

(bootstrapped standard error, $0.0326). This estimate is similar to the survey estimate

of switching to a discounted plan on the same operator (the first switching question

in Section B.2), of $3.80 (standard error $1.37).27

Appendix C. Simulation Algorithm: Network Adoption Equilibrium

Require: firm price paths p and coverage paths φ

Require: candidate adoption path x0 and operators a0

1: k ← 0

2: repeat

3: for each individual i do

4: for proposed adoption month t = 0 to T̄ do

5: for first operator a = 0 to 1 do

6: find optimal switch point t̃, or if not optimal to switch, t̃← T̄

7: a∗a ← [a a · · · a︸ ︷︷ ︸
t̃ elements

(1− a) (1− a) · · · (1− a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̄ − t̃ elements

]

8: solve t∗a ← arg maxsEtU
a∗a,s
i (akGi ,x

k
Gi

)

9: u∗a ← EtU
a∗a,t

∗
a

i (akGi ,x
k
Gi

)

10: end for

11: a∗ ← arg maxa u
∗
a

12: if t = t∗a∗ then

13: xk+1
i ← t

14: ak+1
i ← a∗a∗

26Standard errors computed with 1,000 bootstrap draws.
27One difference between these scenarios is that switching from PerMin to PerSec would not require
changing SIM cards, as was posed in the survey question.
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15: break

16: end if

17: end for

18: end for

19: k ← k + 1

20: until xk = xk−1

21: return consumer partial equilibrium path xk and operators ak

For monopoly simulations, operator choices are held fixed to a = 0.

Appendix D. The Response of ‘Dark’ Portions of the Network

I observe the network illuminated by calls (GT ⊆ Ḡ), which includes individuals

who adopted mobile phones by T =May 2009, not all individuals in Rwanda. Could

counterfactual simulations be affected by omitted individuals—the ‘dark’ portion of

the network?

This section bounds the response of this ‘dark’ part of network using a household

survey that is representative of all mobile phone subscribers in Rwanda in Tsurvey =

2011, several years after my data ends (conducted by Research ICT Africa, an NGO).

The survey includes individuals both in my data (subscribing before May 2009), and

in a dark portion of the network (subscribing between May 2009 and 2011). I connect

this survey to my model to bound what this dark portion of the network would have

done in a counterfactual during the period 2005-2009. I assume that individuals that

adopted before 2011 still have phones when surveyed in 2011.

This paper considers counterfactuals that change the utility of using a phone. Using

survey data, I infer how each individual traded off usage utility against the price of

handsets, in the baseline environment. Without detailed network and usage informa-

tion, I cannot predict exactly what each individual will do, but I can derive suggestive

bounds. For simplicity, I consider individuals receiving service from a single network

operator at a price level that corresponds with the competitive price.28

28The bounds from this exercise would include those from a competitive environment with one of
the operators offering the same price, if consumers did not get an idiosyncratic benefit from the
entrant (SD(η0i − η1i ) = 0 and mean(η0i − η1i ) ≥ 0).
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In particular, the largest possible impact from the dark network can be bounded

with lower bounds on each i’s adoption date,

xi(p) ≤ xi(p,φ(z),x−i, a−i,η)

under counterfactual calling price sequence p. I use two survey questions. How long

ago the respondent obtained their first mobile phone reveals the baseline adoption

date xi and thus the handset price paid. How much they spent on mobile phone usage

in the month prior to the survey reveals the total usage. Under the assumption that

all usage is domestic voice, the latter question reveals pTsurvey · diTsurvey .29

In selecting when to adopt, individuals weigh declines in handset prices against the

utility of using the handset. The model implies that the unexplained benefit of using

a phone can be derived from considering a K month deviation in adoption. Since xi
is monotonically decreasing in ηi, we simply need an upper bound on η̄i. Since η̄i,

is monotonically decreasing in usage utility, an upper bound ¯̄ηi can be obtained by

using a lower bound for usage utility, ui,xi−k(pxi−k):

η̄i ≤ ¯̄ηi =
1

1− δK

[
phandsetxi−K − δKExi−Kphandsetxi

−
K∑
k=1

δK−kEεui,xi−k(pxi−k)

]
The survey asks how many years ago the handset was purchased, not the actual

month, so I consider deviations of K = 12 months and allow individuals to select only

between adoption years.

I assume that the total usage results from calling multiple identical links with

parameters equal to the median, and facing the median product of coverage. The

median link has expected monthly call utility Eεũit(pt,φt), and an expected monthly

call duration of dmedianTsurvey
= 36.1 seconds at the time of the survey. The total duration

at the time of the survey allows me to approximately infer i’s number of links: |Gi| =
diTsurvey
dmedianTsurvey

.

Eεuit(pt,φt,x) ≈ m(pt, γt) := γt · |Gi| · Eεũit(pt, (φitφjt)median)

29Results would be similar if usage is a combination of services but prices of different services change
proportionally with voice prices.
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where γt accounts for growth in the network by scaling the number of contacts

by the total number of subscribers.30 I use this mapping to derive bounds on usage

utility:

m(pt, γ
baseline
t ) =: uit ≤ Eεuit(pt,φt,x) ≤ ūit := m(pt, γ

eq
t )

where adoption in a counterfactual may exceed the baseline (γeqt > γbaselinet ) due to

lower usage prices. Then, I consider the utility of adopting at month x. Since xi is

monotonically decreasing in the usage utility and ηi, we can obtain a lower bound of

xi by using the upper bound of both quantities:

EtU
x
i (EtxGi ,p) ≤ EtŪ

x
i (p,γeq) = δx

[
∞∑
s≥x

δs−xm(ps, γ
eq
s )− Etphandsetx + ¯̄ηi

]
Analogous to Equation 4.3, lower bound on i’s adoption date is then given by:

xi(p,γ
eq) = min

xi
s.t.

[
Ūxi
i (p,γeq) ≥ max

s>xi
ExiŪ

s
i (p,γeq)

]
Then γeqt =

∑
wi · 1{xi(p,γeq)≤t}, where wi represents the weight of each individual

in the data. Since the survey measured individuals within households, it may omit

business accounts. I set the weight of each sampled individual to their sampling

weight times an adjustment factor.31 I solve for equilibrium adoption by starting

with an optimistic candidate adoption path (γ0 = maxγbaseline) and iterating each

individual’s adoption decision until the process converges to γeq.

I consider counterfactual usage prices during the period of my data; after this

period, I assume that calling prices match what ultimately happened.

Figure 7 shows the upper bounds on adoption for all individuals and ‘dark network’

individuals, for the baseline and two counterfactuals that change prices from 2005-

2009. The dark network’s adoption is much more sensitive to handset price changes

than calling prices: if the calling price were halved, the first adoptions of the dark

network would be in 2009 (less than 1,294,892 nodes); if the handset price were halved,

the first adoptions would be in 2007 (less than 103,722 nodes).

30γbaselinet is derived from regulator statistics on mobile subscriptions; see Bjorkegren (2017) Sup-
plemental Appendix.
31The adjustment factor is the number of accounts I observe in the data at the end of the last
complete year (2008) over the total survey sample weight for individuals who report first obtaining
a handset by that year.
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Figure 7. Dark Network Bounds
Baseline Calling Price Halved Handset Price Halved
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The black line represents baseline adoption. The blue lines represent counterfactual adoption: the
solid blue line represents total adoption, and dotted blue line represents ‘dark’ adoption.
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